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A B S T R A C T 

While cosmological dark matter-only simulations relying solely on gravitational effects are comparably fast to compute, baryonic 
properties in simulated galaxies require complex hydrodynamic simulations that are computationally costly to run. We explore 
the merging of an extended version of the equilibrium model, an analytic formalism describing the evolution of the stellar, 
gas, and metal content of galaxies, into a machine learning framework. In doing so, we are able to reco v er more properties 
than the analytic formalism alone can provide, creating a high-speed hydrodynamic simulation emulator that populates galactic 
dark matter haloes in N -body simulations with baryonic properties. While there exists a trade-off between the reached accuracy 

and the speed advantage this approach offers, our results outperform an approach using only machine learning for a subset of 
baryonic properties. We demonstrate that this no v el hybrid system enables the fast completion of dark matter-only information 

by mimicking the properties of a full hydrodynamic suite to a reasonable degree, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages 
of hybrid versus machine learning-only frameworks. In doing so, we offer an acceleration of commonly deployed simulations 
in cosmology. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

osmological simulations are an invaluable part of theoretical
esearch in cosmology, allowing for the implementation of new ideas
nd their testing against observations, as well as the detailed study
f cosmological phenomena with large amounts of simulated data.
he realistic modelling of processes when compared to observational
ata is a primary concern, as is the trade-off between simulation size
nd resolution (Dolag et al. 2008 ). 

While constraints on cosmological parameters are mostly directly
ied to the o v erall matter distribution, observations can only directly
robe the luminous baryonic component. Modelling the latter entails
omplex additional physical processes beyond gravity that result in
uch higher computational costs, which precludes parameter space

xplorations within ∼Gpc 3 volumes as needed for cosmological ap-
lications. It is therefore important to develop accurate frameworks to
ie observable galaxy properties to the dark matter halo distribution.

Several approaches to solving this issue exist in the literature. One
s based on abundance matching, in which the baryonic properties
re tied to the stellar mass, which, in turn, is tied to the halo
ass by assuming that rank ordering in mass is preserved. Here,

atellites are extracted directly from the simulation, and rank ordering
s implemented for all galaxies instead of modelling central and
 E-mail: bmoews@roe.ac.uk 
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atellite galaxy relations separately . Conversely , halo occupancy
istribution modelling (HOD) treats halo mass functions as an input
nd, assuming a satellite distribution, models the latter to match
lustering constraints (Berlind & Weinberg 2002 ). The assumption
f rank ordering, ho we ver, is not true in detail, and since there is no
nderlying physical model, it is not obvious that the often locally
alibrated relations apply at all the redshifts considered. That being
aid, with appropriate choices, it is possible to populate galaxies into
ark matter haloes roughly in accord with observations. 
Increasing in sophistication, semi-analytic models (SAMs) are

nother approach (see e.g. White & Frenk 1991 ; Kauffmann, White
 Guiderdoni 1993 ; Cole et al. 1994 ), which provides a full physical

ramework with increased computational cost, albeit still far cheaper
han full hydrodynamic models. With appropriate parameter tuning,
hese can be calibrated to local relationships. Such models do,
o we v er, typically hav e a large number of free parameters that are
ifficult to constrain simultaneously, and so either tune parameters
y hand or else constrain only a subset of parameters to observations
ia a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach. As such, it
s difficult to formally constrain the uncertainties in the physical
arameters, as required for precision cosmology . Recently , machine
earning has been employed to directly learn the relationship between
ark matter haloes and baryonic properties within hydrodynamic
imulations, which then allows populating those galaxy properties
nto dark matter haloes (see e.g. Kamdar, Turk & Brunner 2016a , b ;
garwal, Dav ́e & Bassett 2018 ; Moster et al. 2020 ). While stellar
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ass is quite accurately predicted, other properties such as star 
ormation rates (SFR) and gas contents have substantially poorer 
ccuracy, which limits its usefulness in the age of increasingly precise 
urv e ys. 

In this work, we introduce a no v el framework that aims to marry
he benefits of all of the abo v e approaches. It is based on the
quilibrium model introduced by Dav ́e, Finlator & Oppenheimer 
 2012 ), a simple galaxy e volution frame work whose free parameters
orrespond to baryon cycling, meaning the flows of material in and 
ut of galaxies, which modern hydrodynamic simulations indicate 
s the main modulator of galaxy growth. With only eight free 
arameters, Mitra, Dav ́e & Finlator ( 2015 ) show that this model
an be MCMC constrained to reproduce key relationships between 
alo mass ( M h ), stellar mass ( M ∗), SFR, and metallicity ( Z ) of
he galaxy population across much of cosmic time. Mitra et al. 
 2017 ) further demonstrate that it can reproduce the scatter in the
 ∗–SFR relation from expected inflow fluctuations owing to halo 
erging. The equilibrium model is far simpler than SAMs and hence 

ubstantially faster, which, together with fewer free parameters, 
nables MCMC to be applied o v er all parameters simultaneously. 
he equilibrium model thus provides a way to tie galaxies to haloes

hat is fast and physically well moti v ated, while providing formal
ayesian posterior information for cosmological error propagation. 
That being said, the equilibrium model only directly predicts M ∗, 

FR, and Z , whereas cosmological applications often require a wider 
uite of baryonic properties such as neutral hydrogen content for 
I intensity mapping. While the directly predicted star formation 

nd metallicity histories straightforwardly yield galaxy luminosities, 
ccessing a wider suite of galaxy properties requires employing 
achine learning on hydrodynamic simulations that directly predict 

uch properties. Although it is possible to use machine learning 
irectly on the dark matter and thus bypassing the equilibrium model, 
garwal et al. ( 2018 ) report that their approach to predicting HI
roperties results in a large scatter relative to the true values. Factors
ike feature selection can, due to their respective relevance, play a 
ole in these predictions, and a pure machine learning approach is
ot ruled out by this exploratory study. 
When, ho we v er, additionally pro vided with true SFR and metal-

icity information, their machine learning model performs much 
etter, e ven qualitati vely recovering the second-parameter correlation 
etween stellar mass, metallicity, and SFR (the so-called fundamental 
etallicity relation; Agarwal et al. 2018 ). Thus, we can presume 

hat by first applying the equilibrium model to dark matter-only 
imulations to predict key baryonic properties, and then feeding 
hat information into the machine learning along with dark matter 
roperties, it becomes possible to substantially impro v e the accurac y,
r ease the process of reaching impro v ed accuracies, of inserting
alaxies into dark matter haloes, which is our present goal. 

In this work, we merge the equilibrium model into a machine 
earning framework to predict galaxy stellar and gas evolution within 
 merger tree. We demonstrate the ef fecti veness of this approach
sing the recently completed SIMBA cosmological hydrodynamic 
imulation (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ). Along the way, we implement exten-
ions of the equilibrium model to account for the free-fall time within
aloes, and enable the model to process largest progenitor merger 
rees instead of just initial halo masses. By fusing this extended 
quilibrium model into an extremely randomized tree ensemble, a 
achine learning technique previously identified to perform well on 

he problem of baryonic property prediction, we advance the fields of
oth analytic galaxy evolution models for cosmological applications 
nd machine learning for specialized tasks in the investigation of 
alaxy evolution (Kamdar et al. 2016a , b ; Agarwal et al. 2018 ; Jo &
im 2019 ; Fluke & Jacobs 2020 ; Hearin et al. 2020 ; Moster et al.
020 ). 
As a side benefit that we leave for future exploration, the MCMC-

onstrained equilibrium model makes quantitative predictions for key 
aryon cycling parameters that can inform and constrain galaxy for- 
ation models. For many cosmological applications, our approach 

ffers a way to considerably reduce the computing resources required 
o predict comprehensive baryonic property sets, while leveraging 
nformation from both state-of-the-art Gpc-scale dark matter-only 
imulations and the latest hydrodynamic simulations. Large dynamic 
anges, large Reynolds numbers, and highly supersonic flows make 
he modelling of baryonic physics in cosmological simulation nu- 

erically demanding when compared to the collisionless dynamics 
f dark matter in N -body simulations. Such efforts are, however,
ecessary to investigate theories of galaxy formation and evolution, 
s well as alternative cosmological models and their impact on galaxy 
opulations (Vogelsberger et al. 2020 ). 
Machine learning techniques employed in the context of optimiza- 

ion can be useful when trying to constrain parameters of cosmolog-
cal simulations themselves, both in terms of observational data and 
ormalisms like the equilibrium model. For parameter optimization, 

CMC methods are commonly used in astronomy, but can face 
ertain limits in terms of e xpensiv e likelihood calculations and high
umbers of dimensions. In recent years, multiple approaches have 
een developed to overcome these challenges, like renewed interest in 
osmological applications of Approximate Bayesian Computation by 
shida et al. ( 2015 ) and Akeret et al. ( 2015 ), the Gaussbock algorithm
y Moews & Zuntz ( 2020 ), and Nested Sampling as introduced
y Skilling ( 2006 ) and implemented into various packages (Liddle,
arkinson & Mukherjee 2006 ; Hobson & Feroz 2008 ; Feroz, Hobson
 Bridges 2009 ; Handley, Hobson & Lasenby 2015 ). 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

e provide the background on different types of cosmological sim- 
lations, the equilibrium model of galaxy evolution, an explanation 
f the type of machine learning model used in this work, and
elated recent research on machine learning for baryonic galaxy 
roperty prediction. Our methodology and data are described in 
ection 3, co v ering our newly proposed and subsequently imple-
ented extensions of the equilibrium model, the creation of a 

ybrid prediction framework based on both the equilibrium model 
nd machine learning, and the simulation from which we draw 

ur data set. We present our experimental set-up and results, both
or preliminary experiments with partial enhancements and a full 
xperimental suite, in Section 4. Lastly, we discuss the results and
mplications of our work in Section 5 and offer conclusions in
ection 6. 

 B  AC K G R  O U N D  

n this section, we provide the necessary background upon which 
his work builds, co v ering previous research as well as both the
nalytic and machine-learned part of our hybrid approach to in- 
erting baryonic properties into N -body simulations. We provide 
n o v erview of cosmological simulations to inv estigate large-scale
tructure formation, namely N -body simulations, hydrodynamic 
imulations, and SAMs, as well as well-known simulations of each 
ype, in Section 2.1. Following that, the equilibrium model, an 
nalytic formalism of galaxy evolution, is described in Section 2.2, 
hile Section 2.3 offers an o v erview of decision tree learning and

nsembles, and Section 2.4 describes related research on machine 
earning for baryonic property prediction. 
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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.1 Structure formation and simulations 

enerally, cosmological simulations can be split into three distinct
pproaches, which will be outlined in the following parts. As the sim-
lest method for simulating the Universe, N -body simulations, which
re also known as ‘pure-gravity’ or ‘dark matter-only’ simulations,
mploy dynamical systems of particles to calculate gravitational
orces acting on them. This can be done either directly via numerical
ntegration or with the inclusion of general-relativistic effects to
stablish a scale factor α necessary for modelling the expansion of
he Universe (Efstathiou et al. 1985 ). Simulations of this kind played
n essential role in establishing the � CDM model as the ‘standard
odel’ of cosmology. Influential N -body simulations include the
illennium Simulation by Springel et al. ( 2005 ) and its Millennium-

I successor as described by Boylan-Kolchin et al. ( 2009 ), the
olshoi simulation by Klypin, Trujillo-Gomez & Primack ( 2011 ), the

ubsequent MultiDark simulation by Riebe et al. ( 2013 ), the MICE
rand Challenge Lightcone Simulation as described by Fosalba et al.

 2015a , b ) and Crocce et al. ( 2015 ), and the EUCLID Flagship
imulation using PKDGRAV3 (Hopkins 2014 ; Potter, Stadel &
eyssier 2017 ). 
Since the baryonic content of the Universe can be described by

reating gas in a continuous manner as an ideal fluid, hydrodynamic
osmological simulations using particle-based methods with discrete
asses and grid-based methods with discrete spaces have been

eveloped (Dolag et al. 2008 ). Influential hydrodynamic simulations
nclude MareNostrum Universe as described by Hoeft et al. ( 2008 ),
he Illustris Simulation and its successor IllustrisTNG introduced
y Genel et al. ( 2014 ) and Pillepich et al. ( 2018 ), respectively,
assiveBlack-II by Khandai et al. ( 2015 ), EAGLE by Schaye et al.

 2015 ), BlueTides as described by Feng et al. ( 2016 ), and Horizon-
GN by Dubois et al. ( 2016 ), as well as MUFASA and, more recently,

ts successor simulation SIMBA , with the latter being used in this
ork (Dav ́e, Thompson & Hopkins 2016 ; Dav ́e et al. 2019 ). 
Lastly, SAMs are built on models of baryonic physics to relate the

ierarchical growth of dark matter haloes to galaxy population prop-
rties, as summarized by Mitchell et al. ( 2018 ), with an introduction
o the field provided by Baugh ( 2006 ). As SAMs combine (often
implified) physically moti v ated prescriptions with estimates of dark
atter halo distributions and merger trees to calculate physical galaxy

roperties, and since the calculation of baryonic components with
ydrodynamic simulations is computationally costly, large-volume
nvestigations benefit from the SAM approach. An interface to N -
ody simulations exists through the use of dark matter halo merger
rees extracted from such simulations as SAM inputs, as direct simu-
ations are better suited for capturing non-linear structure formation
han analytic methods like the Press–Schechter formalism (Press &
chechter 1974 ; Knebe et al. 2015 ). 
Influential models, while not an e xhaustiv e list, include work by

omerville & Primack ( 1999 ) and Somerville et al. ( 2008 ), GALFORM

s described by Cole et al. ( 2000 ) and later recalibrated by Baugh et al.
 2018 ), research by Monaco ( 2004 ) and Kang et al. ( 2005 ), GalICS
nd GalICS 2.0 by Hatton et al. ( 2003 ) and Cattaneo et al. ( 2017 ),
espectively, the Munich galaxy formation model by Henriques et al.
 2015 ), the GAEA model by Hirschmann, De Lucia & Fontanot
 2016 ), and SAGE by Croton et al. ( 2016 ), as well as a broad re vie w
f galaxy formation theory by Benson ( 2010 ). Notably, Neistein
t al. ( 2012 ) present a method for turning hydrodynamic simulations
nto SAMs by transforming efficiencies in physical processes of
alaxies into functions of z and M halo . While larger deviations for
nstantaneous properties like the SFR are reported, this success
ncreases the feasibility of machine learning methods that are trained
n hydrodynamic simulations. 
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
.2 The equilibrium model of galaxy evolution 

alaxies in hydrodynamic simulations have been observed to fluctu-
te around a self-regulatory relation on short time-scales (Dutton,
an den Bosch & Dekel 2010 ). In this context, the equilibrium
odel of galaxy evolution is an analytic formalism inspired by

uch simulations and based on the premise that galaxies are situated
n slowly evolving equilibria between inflow and outflow through
ccretion and feedback, as well as star formation, aiming to capture
he evolution of galaxies in simulations (Dav ́e et al. 2012 ). The
quilibrium condition in the vicinity of which star-forming galaxies
re seen to fall in such simulations is with mass inflow rate Ṁ in , mass
utflow rate Ṁ out , and SFR Ṁ ∗, 

˙
 in = Ṁ out + Ṁ ∗. (1) 

he reason for omitting a term for gas reservoirs, meaning the
re v alence of molecular gas that is related to the SFR, is the finding
y Finlator & Dav ́e ( 2008 ) that the rate of change for such reservoirs
s negligible in relation to the other terms in equation (1). While this
onstitutes a simplification, and despite changes in the gas reservoir
aving effects o v er short time frames, omitting the term still results
n realistic galaxy growth when averaged over cosmological time
rames. The interplay of mass inflo w, outflo w, and SFR in equation (1)
lso bears resemblance to the reservoir model and the bath tub
odel (Bouch ́e et al. 2010 ; Krumholz & Dekel 2012 ). The notable

ifference is that the SFR is expressed as (1 − R) Ṁ ∗ in these models,
ith R as the (constant) gas recycling factor; in the equilibrium
odel, a time-dependent fitting formula is used for R instead (Leitner
 Kravtsov 2011 ). The gas regulator model by Lilly et al. ( 2013 ), in

he simplest form of which the specific star formation rate (sSFR) is
et to the galaxy’s specific accretion rate, is more accurate on shorter
ime-scales, but increases the complexity of equations in return. 

It also resembles SAMs in that both are analytic, but differs in
he omission of merger trees (until now) and angular momentum
onservation to cool gas. Using a Bayesian MCMC approach,
itra et al. ( 2015 ) show that the model is well suited to describe

bservations of scaling relations in galaxies from z = 0 to 2, with
ore recent investigations of z = 0.5 to 3 and including gas and

ust observations (Saintonge et al. 2013 ; Mitra et al. 2017 ). The
quilibrium model rests on three central equations that describe the
ehaviour of the stellar, gas, and metal content o v er cosmological
ime frames. The SFR takes the form 

˙
 ∗ = 

ζṀ grav + Ṁ recyc 

(1 + η) 
, (2) 

ith η ≡ Ṁ out / Ṁ ∗ as the mass-loading factor acting as an ejective
eedback parameter, and ζ as the pre venti ve feedback parameter
escribing the rate of growth of halo gas as the amount of halo-
ntering gas that does not reach the interstellar medium (ISM), which
an be defined by rearranging equation (2). Ṁ recyc is parametrized as
 function of t recyc , which is the time frame it takes for ejected gas to
e recycled. Ṁ grav denotes the baryonic inflow into the dark matter
alo as the infall into the halo that is assumed to be metal free and
erived from dark matter simulations, and Ṁ recyc is the wind recycling
arameter, meaning the re-accretion of previously ejected gas. The
bo v e equation is central to the equilibrium model’s description of
ccretion and baryon cycling feedback steering the SFR, and can
e derived as a reformulation of equation (1). For a full deri v ation
tarting with the equilibrium condition, see Dav ́e et al. ( 2012 ). The
etallicity in the ambient ISM gas Z ISM 

in the equilibrium model is,
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Figure 1. Splitting process in extremely randomized trees. For a data set D , 
which acts as the ‘root’, the tree is built by generating binary splits to produce 
a deterministic flowchart, further splitting along the subsequent ‘child’ nodes 
representing subsets until terminating in the end nodes as ‘leaves’. 
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ith y as the surv e y-deriv ed metal yield, 

 ISM 

= y 
SFR 

ζṀ grav 
. (3) 

he first part can be understood in the context of the metal enrichment
ate, which is the yield times the SFR. Lastly, with the depletion time
caling as t dep ∝ t H M 

−0 . 3 
∗ for Hubble time t H , and with the sSFR, the

ependence of a galaxy’s gas fraction f gas on both t dep and sSFR is
escribed as 

 gas = 

M gas 

M gas + M ∗
= 

1 

1 + ( t dep sSFR ) −1 
. (4) 

pecifically, t dep represents the time frame in which gas in the ISM
s converted into stars. Related work includes the modelling of the 
egulation of galactic SFR in disc galaxies by Ostriker, McKee & 

eroy ( 2010 ), research on HI content of galaxies in hydrodynamic
imulations by Dav ́e et al. ( 2013 ), and the investigation of galactic
utflows in cosmological zoom simulations (Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 
014 ). For a more in-depth introduction, the reader is referred to the
riginal paper by Dav ́e et al. ( 2012 ) or, for a broader o v erview of
hysical models of galaxy formation, Somerville & Dav ́e ( 2015 ). 

.3 Extremely randomized tree ensembles 

ue to their simplicity and interpretability in terms of their decision- 
aking process, decision trees remain one of the most widely used 
achine learning algorithms (for a re vie w, see Wu et al. 2008 ).
s the name suggests, a decision tree is a hierarchical structure, 

tarting with the input at the ‘root’ and being subsequently split at
odes, usually in a binary manner, with final nodes corresponding 
o predicted values or classes being known as ‘leaves’. As such, 
hese models can be viewed as generative models to create induction 
ules, making them an example of ‘white-box’ models with clearly 
nterpretable decision paths, the counterpart to black-box models like 
any types of neural networks. Fig. 1 shows the splitting process

n building said hierarchical structure. Notably, the use of multiple 
ecision trees makes the resulting ‘forest’ to emerge as a black-box 
odel, providing a trade-off of often better performance against a 

ecrease in transparency (Guidotti et al. 2018 ). 
Introduced by Breiman et al. ( 1984 ), CART (short for ‘Classifica-
ion And Regression Trees’) is an early decision tree learning algo-
ithm suitable for regression problems. CART traditionally makes use 
f the Gini impurity corresponding to Tsallis entropy, a generalized 
ersion of Boltzmann–Gibbs entropy in statistical mechanics, 

 G 

( p) = 

N ∑ 

i= 1 

p i 

∑ 

k �= i 

p k = 

N ∑ 

i= 1 

p i (1 − p i ) = 1 −
N ∑ 

i= 1 

p 

2 
i , (5) 

umming the probability of a given label, p i , multiplied with
he probably of a labelling error. Conversely, the ID3 algorithm 

y Quinlan ( 1986 ) and its successor generally use the information
ain, 

G ( T , a) = −
N ∑ 

i= 1 

p i log 2 p i −
N ∑ 

i= 1 

−p( i | a) log 2 p( i | a) , (6) 

or N classes, a given label i , and p i as the percentages of each of
hese labels present in a splitting node. The expected information gain 
s then the mutual information or reduction in entropy given by an
ptimal split. Given the iterative locally optimal splitting of data sets,
uilding decision trees is a type of greedy algorithm (Quinlan 1986 ).
 or re gression trees, the commonly used criterion is the mean squared
rror (MSE), which can be calculated, for a node n , associated data
 n , and samples M n , as 

SE ( D n ) = 

1 

M n 

∑ 

y∈ D n 

( y − ȳ n ) 
2 , with ȳ n = 

1 

M n 

∑ 

y∈ D n 

y. (7) 

nother common splitting criterion in regression is the mean absolute 
rror (MAE), which replaces the squaring abo v e with the modulus
o obtain the non-squared difference. Using the MAE does, however, 
ave the disadvantage of not being very punishing towards gross 
ispredictions with a linearly scaling error, making it suitable for 

ata sets in which outliers can be safely disregarded. In machine
earning, an ensemble refers to a finite set of models, the output of
hich is used to produce the final output, for example by averaging or
eighting the individual outputs. This is primarily done to combine 
 multitude of ‘weak learners’ into a stronger predictive model, and
o realize better generalization. Two of the primary methods are 
oosting and bootstrap a g gregation (also known as ba g ging ). The
ormer incrementally refines an ensemble by sequentially training 
odels on data points previously determined to be ‘hard’, while the

atter involves random draws with replacement from the data set to
reate artificial training sets for the separate trees in an ensemble,
veraging their output for predictions (Bishop 2006 ). 

In the case of decision trees, the earliest and most widespread
ype of ensemble is the random forest , an ensemble learning method
rst introduced by Ho ( 1995 ) and further expanded by Breiman
 2001 ). Making use of the random subspace method, trees are trained
n bagging-style random samples of data points with replacement, 
ombined with randomly sampled subsets of features, to increase 
ccuracy and prevent overfitting to the training data set (Ho 2002 ).
or multi v ariate regression problems, such as the one tackled in

his work, while one could build separate models for each output,
raining time concerns and correlations between output values for a 
iven input usually lead to implementations using decision trees that 
redict all outputs (Dumont et al. 2009 ; Segal & Xiao 2011 ). 
Feature importances are commonly used to calculate the contri- 

ution of given inputs variables to the growth of tree-type machine
earning models. These importances do, ho we ver, relate to which
eatures are used most heavily in the construction of trees and do
ot necessarily connect with relationships in the underlying data, in 
his case physical importance. Correlated features can further bias the 
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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Figure 2. Layout of predictions by extremely randomized trees as a pre- 
viously trained ensemble of N decision trees. For a given input data set D 

to produce predictions, the data are fed, in full, into each separate tree to 
generate predictions, which are then averaged to produce a final output O . 
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Data: S : = Local learning subset for node-splitting, 
k : = Number of attributes selected at each node, 
n : = Minimum sample size for splitting a node 

Result: ̂  t : = Optimal splitting choice for the given node 
Check whether the subset S fulfils splitting criteria 
if | S| < n or ∀ c ∈ S : c const. or Tree ( S) const. then 

If not, return no splitting choice 
return None 

else 
Select k non-constant attributes in S 
{ a 1 , . . . , a k } ∼ ∀ c ∈ S : c const. 
Create an empty set to store random splits 
T ← − {} 
Create and store k random splits for attributes 
for i ∈ N ≤k do 

T ← − T ∪ { a cut ∼ U ( min ( S a i ) , max ( S a i )) } 
end 
Calculate and return the optimal splitting choice 
return ̂  t ∈ T s.t. score ( t, S) = max 

i∈ N ≤k 

( score ( T i , S)) 

end 

Algorithm 1: Splitting in extremely randomized trees. 
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esults, which is why these approaches should be treated with caution
hen it comes to their interpretation. For this reason, the development
f statistical methods suitable to explore the underlying importances
f interest is an active area of research, and we propose the use of
ngoing developments in this field in future research (Strobl et al.
007 ; Altmann et al. 2010 ; Fisher, Rudin & Dominici 2019 ; Zhou &
ooker 2020 ). 
Adding an additional layer of randomness, extremely randomized

rees (usually shortened to extra trees ), while retaining the random
ubspace method targeting a random subset of features, discards the
ootstrap sample, training each tree on the complete training data
et and choosing node splits based on a randomized selection instead
f computing information-theoretically optimal splits (Geurts 2006 ).
he flow of information in building an ensemble of extra trees can
e seen in Fig. 2 . 
While complete randomness can be used to generate the splitting

hoices, split points for a given feature are usually randomly sampled
rom a uniform distribution of the feature’s value range in the training
ata set, followed by using the optimal choice among those randomly
enerated split proposals. For the splitting criterion, the MSE is
sed here, which translates to variance reduction for the feature
election. Algorithm 1 describes this splitting process in extra trees
s commented pseudo-code. 

Previous related research has explored the viability of different
ypes of models for baryonic property prediction based on N -body
imulations, allowing us to draw on existing research to determine
he model of choice, as described below in Section 2.4 (Kamdar et al.
016b ; Agarwal et al. 2018 ; Jo & Kim 2019 ). 

.4 Machine learning and baryonic properties 

hile machine learning to paint dark matter haloes with galactic
roperties is sparse in the literature, several works have explored
his topic so far. Kamdar et al. ( 2016a ) introduced the application of
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
achine learning techniques to semi-analytic cosmological simula-
ions, training various algorithms to predict the total stellar mass M ∗,
he stellar mass in the bulge approximated via M ∗,half , and the central
lack hole mass M BH , as well as hot and cold gas masses, for each
ark matter halo in the Millennium simulation at z = 0 (Springel
t al. 2005 ). Their research targets the prediction of these baryonic
onstituents based solely on dark matter halo merger trees as the
raining input, using the GADGET-2 algorithm described by Springel
 2005 ), as well as the Tree-PM method by Xu ( 1995 ) to simulate
ravitational interactions. In doing so, they extract both partial dark
atter halo merger trees, with only the largest mass progenitors,

nd the baryonic components. While hot gas masses, black hole
ulge masses and stellar masses, both total and within the bulge,
re predicted well with a slight o v erprediction of the bulge mass
or lower mass haloes, their approach suffers from poor predictive
ccuracy for cold gas masses. 

In a follow-up project, Kamdar et al. ( 2016b ) extend their previous
achine learning framework for hydrodynamic simulations by using

he public data release of the Illustris Simulation (Genel et al.
014 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ; Nelson et al. 2015 ). Due to the
revious success with extremely randomized trees in Kamdar et al.
 2016a ), which investigates decision trees, random forests, and the
 -nearest neighbour algorithms for this problem, the same technique
s employed again to predict M ∗, M BH , gas mass M g , SFR, and g −
 colour based on an input of dark matter halo properties without
erger trees and a cosmology consistent with WMAP9 (Hinshaw

t al. 2013 ). While reco v ering a similar population of galaxies
ia the used algorithm, a noticeable underprediction of the scatter
s observed, with the possible explanation that the dark matter
roperties used as inputs do not contain enough information to learn
he underlying physical processes. Notably, Kamdar et al. ( 2016b )
ake use of considerably more information in their inputs, namely

he total dark matter subhalo mass, velocity dispersion, maximum
ircular velocity in the subhalo, the number of dark matter particles
ound to the subhalo, and the three different spin components. 
Similarly, Agarwal et al. ( 2018 ) perform experiments with de-

ision trees, gradient-boosted trees, random forests, feed-forward
eural networks, support vector regressors, the k -nearest neighbour
lgorithm, and extra trees, again finding that extra trees perform best
or the prediction of baryonic properties when testing models on
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he hydrodynamic MUFASA simulation (Dav ́e et al. 2016 ). Agarwal 
t al. ( 2018 ) follow the aforementioned research by populating dark
atter-only simulations with baryonic galaxy parameters via pre- 

icting M ∗, SFR, metallicity Z , and both neutral ( M HI ) and molecular
 M H2 ) hydrogen masses based on dark matter halo properties. The
atter are, in this case, the dark matter halo mass, velocity dispersion,
pin parameter, and nearby halo mass densities within radii at 200, 
00, and 1000 kpc. 
In applying this approach to the hydrodynamic MUFASA simu- 

ation introduced by Dav ́e et al. ( 2016 ), they observe the same
nderprediction of scatter around the mean relations as Kamdar 
t al. ( 2016b ) for the Illustris Simulation, and report that ensemble
ethods do not impro v e this result because none of the employed
achine learning techniques reproduce the necessary scatter. They 

est a ‘meta-ensemble’ by averaging the outputs of various machine 
earning algorithms, with methods like random forests and extremely 
andomized trees already being, as a combination of regression trees 
nd bootstrap aggregation, an ensemble. Stacking or boosting would 
e more suitable for such an attempt to leverage the strength of
ifferent algorithms. Agarwal et al. ( 2018 ) also find that adding key
aryonic parameters to the inputs, for example the SFR to predict 
 HI , impro v es the obtained results, which will become an important
oti v ation for our present work in Section 3.2. 
Similarly, Moster et al. ( 2020 ) include the halo mass and peak

alo mass, growth rate for both halo mass and peak halo mass,
nd the scale factor for halo mass, peak halo mass, and half-peak
ass, as well as the virial radius, concentration parameter, and 

pin parameter in their inputs to predict the stellar mass and SFR
ith a deep neural network using reinforcement learning. Jo & Kim 

 2019 ) make use of the MultiDark-Planck (see Klypin et al. 2016 )
nd IllustrisTNG (see Pillepich et al. 2018 ) simulations to estimate 
aryonic galaxy properties based on dark matter haloes and showing 
hat results are largely compatible with SAMs. Extra trees are chosen 
y Jo & Kim ( 2019 ), too, further strengthening the evidence for this
pecific type of ensemble model in the literature. For this reason, 
iven the previous determination of the model most suitable for 
he problem at hand, we focus on the use of extra trees in this
ork. 
In related research, Lucie-Smith et al. ( 2018 ) show that random

orests can be used to classify whether dark matter particles will 
e part of haloes in a given mass range, matching the predictions
f common spherical collapse approximations. Interestingly, the 
pplication of modern machine learning to cosmological simulations 
s still relatively sparse in the literature, although the number of
ontributions is growing, with close demonstrations with regard 
o large-scale structures tackling the prediction of cosmological 
arameters with 3D simulations of the cosmic web by Ravanbakhsh 
t al. ( 2016 ), as well as the creation of cosmic web simulations and
ynthetic galaxies (Ravanbakhsh et al. 2017 ; Rodr ́ıguez et al. 2018 ;
ussell & Moews 2019 ). 

 M E T H O D O L O G Y  A N D  DATA  

n this section, we provide details on the methodological consid- 
rations and data sources contributing to this work. We propose 
xtensions to the equilibrium model of galaxy evolution, co v ering 
he inclusion of free-fall time and merger trees, and describe them in
ection 3.1. Following this, Section 3.2 outlines the hybrid prediction 
pproach we create from merging our extended equilibrium model 
nto a machine learning framework. In Section 3.3, we describe the 
osmological simulation we make use of in this work, as well as the
xtraction of the data used in the presented experiments. 
.1 Extension of the equilibrium model 

e include some minor impro v ements to the equilibrium model
resented in Dav ́e et al. ( 2012 ) and Mitra et al. ( 2015 ). First, we
ntroduce a time delay between the accretion on to the halo and the
ccretion on to the ISM, given by the free-fall time of the halo at the
iven redshift, 

 ff = 

√ 

3 π

32 Gρ
, where ρ = 200 ρcrit ,z= 0 (1 + z) 3 . (8) 

More significantly, another no v el addition to the equilibrium 

odel is that the halo growth rate is now computed based on largest
rogenitor merger trees. The original equilibrium model of Dav ́e 
t al. ( 2012 ) employed the fitting formula from Dekel et al. ( 2009 )
or the average growth rate of M h as 

˙
 h = 6 . 6 

(
M h 

10 12 

)1 . 15 

(1 + z) 2 . 25 f 0 . 165 M � yr −1 , (9) 

hich was based on the assumption of a flat universe with a
uctuation normalization parameter of σ 8 = 0.8, mass dominated 
y cold dark matter and with 72 per cent dark energy content. Mitra
t al. ( 2017 ) extended this to include inflow fluctuations based on a
arametrization from the Millennium simulation. 
In our new version, we employ halo merger trees to compute

he halo growth rate. The dark matter particle mass resolution is
10 8 M �, which is not ideal for probing the very earliest phases

f galaxy growth, but for this initial proof of concept it suffices.
or each halo, between each of the 114 time-steps, we compute the
verage growth rate during that step. If the growth rate is ne gativ e,
e emplo y ‘backw ards capping’ and w ait until the halo increases in
ass at a later step, and take the average growth rate o v er all steps

ntil it becomes positive. 
Owing to the finite number of merger tree outputs resulting in

p to hundreds of Myr between time-steps, we augment this growth
sing the same formalism as Mitra et al. ( 2017 ) to account for short-
ime-scale inflow fluctuations, with the limit that the fluctuations 
annot grow the halo more than the amount for the entire time-step.
n this way, we account for the individual long-term growth history
f haloes, as well as (statistically) the fluctuations that may drive
he scatter in galaxy scaling relations. This provides a more realistic
escription of haloes taken directly from a N -body simulation, which
e later explore in Section 4.2. 

.2 Creating a hybrid prediction framework 

n order to create a hybrid framework making use of both analytic
ormalisms and machine learning, we implement two modules, the 
rst of which is an extra trees ensemble as introduced in Section 2.3.
ig. 3 shows the training workflow of this model, starting with input
alues from a hydrodynamic simulation such as SIMBA (Dav ́e et al.
019 ). The depicted set-up is related to the previously introduced
onjecture that the inclusion of additional baryonic properties im- 
ro v es the accuracy of predictions for remaining properties (Agarwal
t al. 2018 ). As N -body simulations, while relatively fast to compute,
rovide only dark matter properties, the equilibrium model offers a 
ay to estimate a subset of baryonic properties as additional machine

earning inputs. 
In our case, the dark matter halo mass ( M h ), dark matter half-mass

adius ( r h ), dark matter halo velocity dispersion ( σ h ), stellar mass
 M ∗), SFR, and metallicity ( Z ) of a galaxy are used as inputs to predict
he corresponding black hole mass ( M BH ), neutral hydrogen ( M HI ),
nd molecular hydrogen ( M H2 ). Apart from the hybrid approach for
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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Figure 3. Training process of the machine learning component of the hybrid 
framework presented here. The depicted workflow shows the training of an 
ensemble model based on the dark matter halo mass ( M h ), dark matter half- 
mass radius ( r h ), dark matter halo velocity dispersion ( σ h ), stellar mass ( M ∗), 
SFR, and metallicity ( Z ) of a galaxy within a hydrodynamic simulation to 
predict the corresponding black hole mass ( M BH ), neutral hydrogen ( M HI ) 
mass, and molecular hydrogen mass ( M H2 ). 
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Figure 4. Prediction with the full hybrid analytic and machine learning 
framework presented in this work. In the sho wn workflo w, along the right 
path, the merger tree-based initial halo mass ( M h 0 ) of a given galaxy, as well 
as initial and final redshifts ( z 0 , z) for the same merger trees, is fed into 
our modified version of the equilibrium model to produce the corresponding 
stellar mass ( M ∗), SFR, and metallicity ( Z ). These values, along the left 
path and together with the dark matter halo mass ( M h ), half-mass radius 
( r h ), and dark matter halo velocity dispersion ( σ h ), are then used by the 
previously trained ensemble model to predict the black hole mass ( M BH ), 
neutral hydrogen ( M HI ), and molecular hydrogen ( M H2 ), as well as updated 
outputs of the values predicted by the equilibrium model. 
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dditional baryonic inputs, this presents an additional difference to
revious research, specifically to (Kamdar et al. 2016b ) not predicting
eutral and molecular hydrogen but the total gas mass. Due to
orking on the basis of a different hydrodynamic simulation, the

atter also use additional dark matter inputs, namely the three spin
omponents, the maximum circular velocity in the subhalo, and the
umber of dark matter particles bound to the subhalo, but omit r h as
n input. 

Our set of inputs more closely resembles work by Agarwal et al.
 2018 ), but the latter make use of the halo spin instead of r h . As r h 
ightly connects with halo concentration, and thus the halo formation
ime that dominates the scatter in the M ∗–M h relation, we expect that
 h provides an orthogonal dimension to the other provided properties.
dditionally, they include nearby halo mass densities within radii at
00, 500, and 1000 kpc, which translates to environmental data,
nd do not predict M BH . Notably, though, they use arrays of M h for
oth the present and the five immediately preceding snapshots in
heir inputs, thus including merger tree information directly into the
achine learning model. This consideration is later adapted into the

ull merger tree experiments in Section 4.2. 
Importantly, this means that our approach runs on a reduced

mount of information when compared to previous research on
ethods using only machine learning, with only three basic dark
atter inputs fed into the framework. This is partly counterbalanced

y the inclusion of merger tree data in the equilibrium model
ntroduced in Section 2.2, featuring the extensions described in
ection 3.1. As shown in Fig. 4 , the merger tree-based initial halo
ass ( M h 0 ) of a galaxy, as well as initial and final redshifts ( z 0 , z)

or a given merger tree, are fed into our modified version of the
quilibrium model to produce the corresponding stellar mass ( M ∗),
FR, and metallicity ( Z ). 
These outputs, together with the previously described dark matter

nputs, are then used as inputs to the trained ensemble model,
redicting the full set of baryonic properties of a given galaxy. The
aryonic properties generated by the equilibrium model are used
oth as an input and as target variables of the extra trees ensemble
o further refine the results based on the combined inputs. Step wise,
ur model thus works in the following way: 

(i) Train the machine learning model on the SIMBA data: 

(a) Inputs: M ∗, SFR, Z , M h , r h , and σ h . 
(b) Outputs: M ∗, SFR, Z , M BH , M HI , and M H2 . 
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
(ii) Derive baryonic outputs of the equilibrium model: 

(a) Inputs: M h 0 , z 0 , and z. 
(b) Outputs: M ∗, SFR, and Z . 

(iii) Predict baryonic quantities with the trained model. 

In doing so, we make use of the equilibrium model to create
he additional baryonic inputs necessary to run a machine learning
odel relying on them, while only requiring dark matter properties

ommonly found in comparatively fast-running N -body simulation
s inputs for the completed framework. 

.3 Data from SIMBA 

he data set is extracted from the m100n1024 run of the SIMBA

imulation (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ), which has a volume of 100 h −1 Mpc
ith 1024 3 dark matter particles and 1024 3 gas elements. It assumes
 Planck Collaboration XIII (2016) concordant cosmology of 
m 

=
.3, 
� 

= 0 . 7, 
b = 0.048, H 0 = 68 km s −1 Mpc −1 , σ 8 = 0.82, and
 s = 0.97. We refer to Dav ́e et al. ( 2019 ) for its detailed physical
odels for baryon processes. This simulation starts at z = 249, with
150 outputs spanning from z = 30 to 0. 
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Table 1. Baryon cycling parameters for the equilibrium model used in the 
analytic formalism part of our framework. The best-fitting values are achieved 
through a Bayesian MCMC estimation for ejective feedback parameters ( η), 
wind recycling parameters ( τ ), and quenching feedback parameters ( ζ ). 

η1 η2 η3 τ 1 τ 2 τ 3 ζ 1 ζ 2 ζ 3 

10.822 0.405 −1.517 3.184 −2.161 −1.381 −0.229 1.122 0.007 
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Haloes are identified on the fly by a 3D friends-of-friends 
lgorithm within GIZMO , with a linking length set to 0.2 times
he mean interparticle spacing and without the consideration of 
ubhaloes. We identify galaxies with a YT-based package, CAESAR , 1 

hich uses a 3D friends-of-friends galaxy finder that assumes a 
patial linking length of 0.0056 times the mean interparticle spacing 
equi v alent to twice the minimum softening length). Black holes that
re gravitationally bound, as well as gas elements with a minimum 

F threshold density of n H > 0.13 H atoms cm 

−3 , are attached to the
ost galaxy with the same linking length. We treat the most massive
lack hole in the galaxy as the central black hole, with its mass as
 BH . The neutral hydrogen and molecular hydrogen of the galaxy 

re calculated based on its gas properties; these are computed self-
onsistently in SIMBA assuming self-shielding from Rahmati et al. 
 2013 ) and atomic/molecular separation based on the subgrid model 
f Krumholz & Dekel ( 2012 ). 
Galaxies and haloes are cross-matched in post-processing within 

AESAR , and the most massive galaxy close to the halo minimum
otential centre is assigned as the central galaxy. The merger tree 
f a galaxy, instead of a halo, is built by tracking the unique star
article IDs, while the most massive progenitor is treated as the main
rogenitor of the descent, which we use for tracking galaxy evolution 
ere. As there is a one-to-one connection between the central galaxy 
nd its host halo, it is simple to have the host halo information
ttached to its merger tree. We constrict our data to final halo masses
f log 10 ( M h ) ∈ [11, 14] and make sure logarithms of values do not
ead to unsuitable infinities, but do not make use of any ways of
urther restricting the data set that could lead to better fits, either
or the data extracted from the SIMBA simulation or our framework’s 
redictions, in order to present generalizable results. In doing so, we 
enerate a data set of 30555 haloes with corresponding merger trees
nd baryonic properties to create training and test sets, as well as a
eparate data set for the baryon cycling parameter optimization via 

CMC, as described in Section 4.1. 

 EXPERIMENTS  A N D  RESULTS  

n this section, we describe the experiments performed to e v aluate
he performance of our approach to baryonic property insertion, 
oth in a half-way set-up and a full-scale experiment the extensions 
roposed and described in this work. A preliminary experimental run 
s co v ered in Section 4.1, without merger trees and dark matter halo

ass variability, but including a free-fall time modification of the 
quilibrium mode and relying on splining outputs of the equilibrium 

odel to build a relation between initial and final halo masses in lieu
f using largest progenitor merger trees. After including the use of
erger trees in the equilibrium model, we present the final results in
ection 4.2. 

.1 Preliminary splining and free-fall time 

n the first step of our experiments, we include the free-fall time,
s described in Section 3.1, into the equilibrium model, but omit 
erger trees for now. We represent the baryon cycling parameters 

y nine free variables to assess their behaviour with halo masses and
edshifts (see also Mitra et al. 2015 , 2017 ), 

= 

(
M h 

10 η1 + η2 (1 + min ( z, 2)) 

)η3 

, (10) 
 https:// github.com/dnarayanan/ caesar

m
p
m

 rec = τ1 t 
τ2 

(
M h 

10 12 

)τ3 

, (11) 

quench = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

(
M h 
M q 

)ζ1 (1 + z) 
, if M h > M q 

1 , else 
, (12) 

here η is the ejective feedback parameter, t rec is the wind recycling
ime at a given time t , and ζ quench is the quenching feedback
arameter, with a corresponding quenching mass M q = 10 12 M �( ζ 2 

 ζ 3 z). We note that the parametrizations have changed slightly 
rom Mitra et al. ( 2015 ), as these were found to give more reasonable
xtrapolations to higher redshifts. As in Mitra et al. ( 2015 ), these free
arameters { η1 , η2 , η3 , τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 } are then constrained
sing a Bayesian MCMC analysis with N = 500 w alk ers against
ecent observations on the M ∗–M h relation by Behroozi et al. ( 2019 ),
 ∗–Z relation (combined from Andrews & Martini 2013 ; Zahid

t al. 2014 ; Ly et al. 2016 ; Sanders et al. 2018 ), and M ∗–SFR relation
y Speagle et al. ( 2014 ) at redshifts z ∈ { 0, 1, 2 } . The best-fitting
alues we obtain from the resulting analysis are listed in Table 1 , and
re subsequently used for the equilibrium model component of our 
ramework. The match between our model predictions and observed 
ata sets are quite similar to earlier results on this MCMC fitting
pproach by Mitra et al. ( 2015 , 2017 ), and we refer the reader to
hose papers for a more detailed description. 

We choose a redshift of z = 10 as a baseline value and feed initial
alo masses M h 0 into the equilibrium model using the Dekel et al.
 2009 ) mean accretion rate (not including fluctuations) to generate
nal halo masses co v ering values on a closed interval log 10 ( M h ) ∈
11, 14] for later e v aluation against the SIMBA data. Using the mean
ccretion rate allows a one-to-one mapping of initial and final halo
asses that is on average correct, and enables us to identify the

tarting halo mass for any halo in the merger tree. Fig. 5 shows the
esulting spline as a continuous look-up function for initial versus 
nal halo mass. For training and test sets, we split our data set into
 four-to-one ratio via random subsampling without replacement, 
esulting in a training set of 24 444 and a test set of 6111 examples. 

We train an extra trees ensemble as described in Sections 2.3
nd 3.2 and shown in Fig. 3 , feeding both dark matter properties
nd baryonic properties predicted via the equilibrium model into it. 
pecifically, this means that an array of { M h 0 , z 0 , z} values are used
y the equilibrium model to predict the corresponding array of { M ∗,
FR, Z } values as shown in Fig. 4 , with z 0 = 10, z = 0, and M h 0 
redicted from the aforementioned splining of SIMBA halo masses. 
hese output values, together with SIMBA values { M h , r h , σ h } , are

hen used by the ensemble to predict { M BH , M HI , M H2 } . In addition,
e also train two additional extra trees ensembles for the purpose
f comparison. First, we train one model that is allowed to use true
nderlying target values from SIMBA instead of equilibrium model 
utputs in order to gauge the effect the inclusion of these partial
aryonic properties has on the quality of the results. Ef fecti vely, this
achine learning-only set-up emulates the assumption of perfect 

redictions by the equilibrium model. Secondly, we also train one 
odel that disregards any baryonic input information, predicting 
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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Figure 5. Splining of the relation between initial halo mass ( M h 0 ) and final 
halo mass ( M h ) of galaxies in the equilibrium model. Based on the halo 
masses extracted from the SIMBA simulation and a redshift of z = 10, 100 
equidistantly spread initial halo mass values are fed into the model to co v er 
the corresponding final halo mass range, with the result being splined to 
approximate a continuous look-up function. 

Figure 6. Scatter plot for the restricted experimental run, with reduced scatter 
typical of machine learning approaches. The figure shows results for stellar 
mass ( M ∗) versus black hole mass ( M BH ), with true SIMBA data plotted in 
yellow, results of an extremely randomized tree ensemble with additional 
baryonic inputs shown in blue, and results for the preliminary test of the hybrid 
analytic and machine learning framework without some of the extensions 
introduced in this work shown in red. 
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olely based on SIMBA values { M h , r h , σ h } as a pure machine learning
aseline. 
Due to the limited information and fixed redshift value for looking

p initial halo masses from a spline, we can expect results to feature
ome irregularities. Fig. 6 , depicting a two-dimensional plot for M ∗
nd M BH of this restricted set-up as an easy-to-eyeball combination
ith a noticeable bend, demonstrates this by showing a lack of scatter

n M BH for larger values of M ∗. For a closer visual analysis of the
esults, taking a look at separate variables can be useful to determine
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
he level of overconstrained or underconstrained distributions and
ventual missed or superfluous multimodal features. Density plots
f all output values are shown in Fig. 7 , and are further discussed in
ection 5. The data shown in Fig. 6 can be summarized as follows,
nd follows the same colour scheme for subsequent Figs 7 and 8
urther below: 

(i) Yellow: True underlying SIMBA data, meaning the target values
aken directly from the cosmological simulation instead of the output
f a predictive model, as a comparison baseline. 
(ii) Blue: Machine learning-only results when, as an idealized sce-

ario, feeding true underlying SIMBA data for { M ∗, SFR, Z } into the
xtra trees ensemble instead of using equilibrium model estimates,
hus mimicking a hypothetical ‘perfect’ equilibrium model. 

(iii) Red: Hybrid model results, predicting { M ∗, SFR, Z } via the
quilibrium model and using the extra trees machine learning model
o estimate the full set of baryonic target properties. 

While visual inspections provide a reasonable o v erview, stricter
tatistical validation is necessary to assess the results. For this
urpose, we calculate the coefficient of determination as 

 

2 ( x , y ) = 1 −
∑ n 

i= 1 ( x i − y i ) 2 ∑ n 

i= 1 ( x i − x̄ ) 2 
, (13) 

ith x and y as the true target values and their predictions generated
y our frame work, respecti vely, representing the proportion of the
ependent variable’s variance that can be explained through the
ndependent variable. As such, it offers a way to quantify the
erformance of a model’s replication of observed outcomes and,
hile having an upper limit of one, features no lower limits for
odels that perform arbitrarily badly . Specifically , ne gativ e values

or non-linear functions, as is the case in our work, mean that the
ata’s mean provides a better fit than the predictions in question. In
ddition, we also calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient, 

( x , y ) = 

∑ n 

i= 1 ( x i − x̄ )( y i − ȳ ) √ ∑ n 

i= 1 ( x i − x̄ ) 2 ( y i − ȳ ) 2 
, (14) 

s a measure that can be employed together with R 

2 (see e.g. Agarwal
t al. 2018 , for related research) to provide additional insight. It
easures the linear correlation two variables, in our case the true

arget values and the framework’s predictions, and is limited to ρ( x ,
 ) ∈ [ −1, 1]. 

The results for these calculations are listed in Table 2 , with the
olumn under ‘True’ corresponding to a machine learning model
eceiving true underlying M ∗, SFR, and Z values from SIMBA

coloured yellow in Figs 6 and 7 ), and the column under ‘ML’ to
redictions based on feeding only dark matter halo features into the
achine learning model while disregarding the equilibrium model

coloured blue in Figs 6 and 7 ). The column under ‘Hybrid’ refers
o predictions using the equilibrium model for these baryonic inputs,
lbeit with a fixed redshift and initial halo masses M h 0 produced by
he continuous look-up function via a spline described in this section
nd shown in Fig. 5 (coloured red in Figs 6 and 7 ). 

.2 Inclusion of merger tree information 

n the next step, we include the remaining extension of the equilib-
ium model to run a full test suite for our approach. This means that
erger tree information described in Section 3.1 is incorporated into

he hybrid model, both in terms of the internal use of merger trees by
he equilibrium model and the five most recent halo masses as part
f the inputs as in Agarwal et al. ( 2018 ). For this experiment, we

art/stab1120_f5.eps
art/stab1120_f6.eps
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Figure 7. Density plots for the restricted experimental run. The panels show results for neutral hydrogen ( M HI ), molecular hydrogen ( M H2 ), and black hole 
mass ( M BH ). In all three panels, the true underlying SIMBA target data are plotted in yellow. Results of an extremely randomized tree ensemble with additional 
true baryonic inputs from SIMBA , mimicking a hypothetical ‘perfect’ equilibrium model by receiving the actual target values for these inputs, are shown in blue 
and lead to a green tint when fitting the underlying data. Lastly, results for the preliminary test of the hybrid analytic and machine learning framework without 
some of the extensions introduced in this work are shown in red. 

Figure 8. Density plots for the full experimental run including merger trees. The panels show results for stellar mass ( M ∗), SFR, metallicity ( Z ), neutral 
hydrogen ( M HI ), molecular hydrogen ( M H2 ), and black hole mass ( M BH ). In all six panels, the true underlying SIMBA data are plotted in yellow, and results for 
the test of the hybrid analytic and machine learning framework with all extensions introduced in this work are shown in red. 
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ake use of the same data set as previously, with training and test
et examples numbering 24 444 and 6111, respectively, to enable an 
s-accurate-as-possible measurement of the impact that the inclusion 
f merger tree data, specifically the associated halo masses, has on 
he hybrid framework. 

As previously in Section 4.1, we use an extra trees ensemble trained 
n the SIMBA -extracted data described in Section 3.3, as shown in
ig. 3 , and use the already MCMC-fitted baryon cycling parameters. 
nlike in these preliminary experiments, ho we ver, we feed full

argest progenitor merger trees instead of just the respective initial 
alo mass estimates into the equilibrium model, allowing the model 
o steer more closely along each dark mater halo’s true evolutionary 
istory. As the prediction of Z stays too constrained when making 
se of equilibrium model outputs, we instead predict the property 
irectly from the other outputs. Fitting tailored parameters for the 
iven larger data set could possibly provide a more accurate fit,
ut this would incur a significantly higher computational cost due 
o the increased wall time of including merger trees. In addition,
sing pre-fitted parameters relying on a previous and smaller data set
lso provides a use case for further applications, as future research
s planned to apply our framework to N -body simulations that are
nable to provide the target values for these fitting procedures. 
Density plots of all output values are shown in Fig. 8 , and are

urther discussed in Section 5. Again, we compare a hypothetical 
perfect’ equilibrium model by using true underlying SIMBA values 
nstead of mode-outputted values for M ∗, SFR, and Z , and find that the
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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Table 2. Statistical validation for the restricted experimental run. The table 
lists the coefficient of determination ( R 

2 ) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
( ρ) for different set-ups. The column denoted as ‘True’ shows results for the 
prediction of neutral hydrogen ( M HI ), molecular hydrogen ( M H2 ), and black 
hole mass ( M BH ) when feeding true underlying SIMBA target values for stellar 
mass ( M ∗), and SFR into the machine learning model, while the column 
under ‘ML’ shows results for excluding M ∗, SFR , and Z from the inputs, 
predicting only based on dark matter halo information. The column under 
‘Hybrid’ shows the results when using the equilibrium model without merger 
tree information for these baryonic inputs, and predicting these as well, for 
an invariant initial redshift of z = 0 and initial halo masses predicted from 

splined equilibrium model results. 

True ML Hybrid 
Variable R 

2 ρ R 

2 ρ R 

2 ρ

M HI 0.5560 0.7497 0.4125 0.6538 0 .2563 0.5343 
M H2 0.7743 0.8800 0.7456 0.8635 0 .5457 0.7631 
M BH 0.7207 0.8832 0.6354 0.8765 0 .5980 0.8517 
M ∗ − − − − 0 .7286 0.9621 
SFR − − − − 0 .7266 0.8663 
Z − − − − − 7 .4543 0.4847 

Table 3. Statistical validation for the full experimental 
run including merger trees. The table lists the coefficient 
of determination ( R 

2 ) and Pearson’s correlation coeffi- 
cient ( ρ) for different set-ups in alphabetically indicated 
columns. The column under ‘True’ shows results for 
the prediction of neutral hydrogen ( M HI ), molecular 
hydrogen ( M H2 ), and black hole mass ( M BH ) when 
feeding true underlying SIMBA target values for stellar 
mass ( M ∗), SFR, and metallicity ( Z ) into the machine 
learning model. The column under ‘Hybrid’ shows results 
for the prediction of the same properties as well as M ∗, 
SFR , and Z when using the updated equilibrium model 
that includes merger tree information. 

True Hybrid 
Variable R 

2 ρ R 

2 ρ

M HI 0.4873 0.7110 0.3650 0.6533 
M H2 0.7826 0.8863 0.5470 0.7513 
M BH 0.7774 0.8907 0.7143 0.8815 
M ∗ − − 0.8229 0.9478 
SFR − − 0.7395 0.8728 
Z − − 0.2167 0.6641 
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espectiv e statistical ke y performance indices remain at a very similar
evel to the restricted experimental run, with only a slight decrease
nd increase in accuracy for M HI and M BH , respectively. The results
or our statistical validation are listed in Table 3 , with the column
nder ‘True’ corresponding to a machine learning model receiving
rue underlying M ∗, SFR, and Z values from SIMBA (coloured yellow
n Fig. 8 ) and the column under ‘Hybrid’ to predictions using the
quilibrium model for these baryonic inputs while making use of
erger tree information (coloured blue in Fig. 8 ). 

 DISCUSSION  

he hybrid nature of our approach, making use of both an established
nalytic formalism for galaxy evolution and machine learning,
rovides a number of advantages by combining, in an adage to
imeless music, ‘the best of both worlds’. We derive a subset of
aryonic parameters corresponding to dark matter haloes from the
quilibrium model, an established formalism that we impro v e upon
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
ith a number of extensions. We include the gravitational free-fall
ime for mass accretion, as described in Section 3.1, to further refine
he model’s capabilities of accurately tracing the evolution of haloes
nd their properties. In addition, we enable the equilibrium model to
e fed complete largest progenitor merger trees with corresponding
edshift values, thus obviating the need to estimate halo masses at
ach time-step to let the model follow the underlying mass evolution
ore closely. In adding these extensions, one contribution of our
ork is the impro v ement of an established analytic formalism,
aking said formalism more suitable for fine-grained estimations

nd its application to N -body simulations and their merger trees. 
Similarly, for the second half of our work, we merge the extended

quilibrium model into a machine learning framework comprised
f an ensemble of extra trees, as discussed in Section 3.2, as the
atter has been shown to deliver the best results for the problem
t hand (Ravanbakhsh et al. 2017 ; Agarwal et al. 2018 ). With
ncreased data set sizes in future research, which allows for larger
raining sets to fit machine learning models, we expect neural
etwork models to catch up to, and surpass, the performance of
ree-based ensembles. This can be realized with both larger scale
imulations and the combination of existing simulations, which we
iscuss further below. We contribute to the expanding literature on
achine learning methods for cosmological simulations in general,

nd its application to, and analysis of, N -body and hydrodynamic
imulations for baryonic property prediction in particular. 

As these simulations are of crucial importance for several re-
earch areas in cosmology such as AGN feedback, surv e y analysis,
ovariance estimation, large-scale structure, and small-scale matter
ower behaviour, the resulting speed-up of going from N -body
imulations to full hydrodynamic property sets per dark matter halo
s of importance in the context of e ver-gro wing simulation sizes and
he analysis of upcoming surv e ys like Euclid and the Vera C. Rubin
bservatory Le gac y Surv e y of Space and Time (LSST) (Racca et al.
016 ; Ivezi ́c et al. 2019 ). 
In a first step, we omit the inclusion of merger tree information

nd compare our hybrid approach, using the equilibrium model, to
 hypothetical ‘perfect model’, for which we simply use the true
nderlying properties normally derived from the equilibrium model
s inputs. Given that the purpose of this part of the preliminary
xperimental run was to confirm the beneficial effect of including
aryonic values in the input when predicting M HI , M H2 , and M BH ,
he values for these properties fed into the machine learning model
re the same as the target values, meaning that the model is given
n unrealistic ‘ideal world’ advantage. Even with perfect inputs for
hese three parameters, the model still performs slightly worse for
 HI when compared to M H2 and M BH , as can be seen in Table 2 . 
When compared to this hypothetical perfect scenario, a machine

earning-only approach still performs reasonably well, confirming
revious research on this topic. While we observe decreased accu-
acies for all assessed properties, the largest drop happens, again,
or M HI , with the remaining parameters being less affected and M BH 

xperiencing the smallest decrease in accuracy, pointing towards
 diminished reliance on baryonic inputs. Fig. 6 also successfully
eco v ers the M ∗–M BH relation, including the sharp drop at lower
tellar masses, as a litmus test of the usability of our approach. The
light o v erprediction at higher stellar masses can be e xplained by
ore sparse data in the SIMBA data set. 
In the same preliminary experiment, we also establish that our

ybrid approach underperforms, albeit still at a level useful for the
ompletion of N -body simulations, when not making use of any
aryonic inputs. This does, of course, not come as a surprise, as
he preliminary experiment gauges initial halo masses based on a
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imple spline function fitted to the reduced equilibrium model itself, 
s shown in Fig. 5 , and makes use of an invariant assumed initial
edshift for this purpose. We also observe that the prediction of
etallicity pro v es especially difficult in this set-up. 
We then incorporate the fully extended equilibrium model into 

ur framework to test for the impact of including merger tree 
nformation. The results, depicted in Fig. 8 , show that our approach
eco v ers property distributions to a very reasonable degree, although 
e observe a slight underprediction of M ∗ and overpredictions, 

specially of M BH and M HI , which can be explained by the resolution
hallenge induced through a lower limit of M ∗ ≈ 10 9.5 M � in SIMBA .

hile distribution reco v eries are a reliable way to ballpark the o v erall
eproduction of values, it is important to statistically verify the 
esults for a complete o v erview. The results in Table 3 confirm that,
or hypothetical perfect inputs of M ∗, SFR, and Z , the results stay
irtually the same for the assessed properties. Notably, the inclusion 
f the five last halo masses in the machine learning inputs does not
mpro v e the outcome, which further confirms that these properties do
ot rely on halo masses as much as the other inputs when predicted
hrough a machine learning model. 

For both M HI and M H2 , the results are slightly worse when
ompared to a machine learning-only approach as listed in Table 2 ,
hile the hybrid model outperforms on the prediction of M BH . 
ompared to the reduced equilibrium model without merger tree 

nformation, the predictions also outperform on both M HI and M BH , 
hile the accuracy for M H2 stays at the same lev el. F or the baryonic
roperties, M ∗, SFR, and Z , the extended set-up clearly outperforms
he reduced approach, with only the SFR remaining at a very similar,
ut satisfactory , accuracy . These results are especially useful as they
ot only demonstrate the viability of our hybrid approach, but also 
how that the use of baryon cycling parameters fitted on a reduced
quilibrium model is viable on the e xtended v ersion, confirming the
obustness of the formalism. 

While there is some degradation in the coefficient of determination, 
 

2 , and Pearson’s correlation coefficient, ρ, the degradation caused 
y using the equilibrium model as an intermediary is modest, for
nstance for HI with ρ ≈ 0.71 in the ideal scenario with true baryonic
nputs and ρ = 0.65 when using the equilibrium model. HI is, in
act, the most difficult quantity to predict, while M BH ( ρ ≈ 0 . 88)
nd M H2 ( ρ ≈ 0 . 75) are predicted with substantially higher fidelity.
he equilibrium model also does a good job of reproducing the 
riginal SIMBA values of the input parameters M ∗ and SFR, with ρ ≈
.95 and 0.87, respectively, although the metallicity Z is reproduced 
ess ef fecti vely at ρ ≈ 0.66. As the latter is predicted from the
ther inputs, as opposed to using the equilibrium model outputs, the 
ccuracy is expectedly lower when compared to the other parameters, 
ut still follows the intended distribution closely, as shown in the 
istograms in Fig. 8 . Overall, this shows that the approach of using
he equilibrium model to ‘pre-predict’ a subset of baryonic quantities, 
hich can be employed to impro v e training, is an ef fecti ve approach

owards more accurately bridging hydrodynamic simulations and 
arge-volume N -body simulations. 

For planned follow-up research, and aside from further investiga- 
ions of the equilibrium model to impro v e the calculation of metal-
icities in the context of merger tree information, we propose the use
f current developments in machine learning, especially in terms of 
oosting methods, active learning, and meta-ensembles, to alleviate 
his remaining issue. More generally, our work demonstrates that 
he hybrid model using analytic formalisms for baryonic properties 
utperforms in some areas, but underperforms in others. The use of
uch tailored meta-ensemble methods to base the weights placed on 
ure machine learning and hybrid approaches on the individual inputs 
ould further impro v e the results, but would go be yond the scope of
his work and is planned for future research. For an initial test, to
 v aluate the use of the equilibrium model against a pure machine
earning approach, we provide the same type of extra trees ensemble
ith the entire set of redshift values and the evolutionary history
f masses for each halo and find that such a replacement leads to
ittle difference for the stellar mass ( ρ ≈ 0.97) and significantly 
nderperforms for the SFR ( ρ ≈ 0.50), but outperforms on the 
etallicity ( rho ≈ 0.79) when compared to the results in Table 3 . One

ossible explanation for this observation is that the metallicity can be
etter inferred by the machine learning ensemble due to shortcomings 
f a reduced equilibrium model for fitting baryonic cycling param- 
ters. Conversely, the underperformance of pure machine learning 
n terms of the SFR can be due to the difficulty of approaching a
erfect machine learning model for a given problem as well as due
o the difficulty of dynamically modelling this property. For this 
eason, we plan on taking pure machine learning approaches into 
onsideration specifically with regard to the problematic prediction 
f the metallicity, as well as for further investigations into correlations
nd informativeness in the context of machine learning models. 

As with all research targeting specific data sets, both previous 
ork on baryonic property prediction and this paper are limited 

o the recreation of specific simulations they are working with. 
oreo v er, while machine learning excels at generalization in terms of

nterpolation, meaning successful prediction within the value ranges 
resented by training data sets, e xtrapolation be yond these ranges is
onsiderably more difficult and an active topic of research (Webb 
t al. 2020 ). These issues could, for example, take the form of
ttempting to predict the described hybrid emulator to populate 
aloes from a larger box that happen to be more massive than the
nes present in the SIMBA data set used in our work, which presents
 limitation of common machine learning approaches in general as 
ell as our model in particular. Planned follow-up research will, for

his reason, target the combination of data sources by assessing the
ompatibility of a variety of existing hydrodynamic simulations, 
llowing the framework to train on different pathways taken to 
odel our Universe. Such a combination of simulations will also 

llow for larger training sets to fit more complex machine learning
odels, thus enabling the research community to revisit, for example, 

eep-layered neural network architectures for this purpose. Future 
mpro v ements in cosmological simulations will further enhance the 
ealism, which means that this framework can be reapplied and, 
hus, updated to develop into an increasingly robust predictive 
odel. 
In addition, sourcing simulations co v ering a larger range of values

or the rele v ant features will help us to alleviate the challenge
f extrapolation mentioned above. For further follow-up research, 
e also suggest to assess the performance of hybrid approaches 
n haloes purposefully beyond the data set ranges. Due to the
odular nature of our two-part approach, both the machine learning 

omponent and the equilibrium model can also be replaced with 
o v el dev elopments in either of these areas in case the y pro v e to
e more suitable for the problem at hand. In this context, highly
arallelized parameter estimation methods as described in Section 1, 
hich draw from recent developments in both statistics and machine 

earning, will pro v e useful in potential follow-up research to constrain
odels relying on large data sets and likelihood calculations that 

equire the running of computationally costly code. For this reason, 
e propose the use of these methods to investigate both the fast

uning of our model to given data sets and the application of such
ethods to simultaneous parameter optimization for cosmological 

imulations. 
MNRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
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An additional limitation is the narrower dynamic range in simula-
ions, which means that the population of large-column simulations
equires e xtrapolations be yond the data set. As previously pointed out
y Agarwal et al. ( 2018 ), this shortcoming could be tackled by using
oom simulations for dwarfs and galaxy clusters to retrieve anchor
oints for small and large halo masses (Cui et al. 2016 ). Similarly, the
ocus on entire dark matter haloes using a largest progenitor merger
ree represents another limitation. The extended equilibrium model
oes, at this stage, not include satellite galaxies due to both data-
ide and model-side challenges. The former relies on the detection
f subhaloes and numerical resolution in simulations, which often
oses an issue, while the latter requires the inclusion of complete
erger trees with all rele v ant progenitors in a suitable format, as
ell as the extension of the latter in the internal equilibrium model

alculations. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  

n this paper, we introduce a hybrid framework using both machine
earning and analytic components to predict baryonic galaxy prop-
rties based on dark matter halo information. In doing so, we lay
he groundwork for a new class of merged approaches between
nalytic formalisms and machine learning. For this purpose, we
xtend the equilibrium model, a feedback-based description of the
volution of the stellar, gas, and metal content of galaxies, by
ncluding the ability to process largest progenitor merger trees of
ark matter haloes, as well as the free-fall time within haloes
hemselves. We then feed the partial baryonic outputs, together
ith dark matter properties, into a machine learning model that

onnects these properties to a full set of baryonic properties with
tellar and black hole mass, neutral and molecular hydrogen, SFR,
nd metallicity, trained on the SIMBA cosmological hydrodynamic
imulation. This framework is then able to predict with reasonable,
hough far from perfect, accuracy when compared to the true values
aken from SIMBA . 

We first introduce several modifications to the equilibrium model
s described by Mitra et al. ( 2017 ), including a slightly updated
arametrization of the baryon cycling parameters and the introduc-
ion of a delay time between halo and galaxy accretion given by the
ree-fall time. These minor updates impro v e the physical realism, but
o not substantially change the goodness of fit versus observations.
ext, we modify the equilibrium model to accept halo growth rates

aken from merger trees, and use the equilibrium model to predict
he baryonic properties M ∗, SFR, and Z . 

We feed this information, in addition to dark matter halo informa-
ion, into an extra trees machine learning algorithm. The outputs of
his process are various physical parameters that are not predicted
irectly by the equilibrium model. Here, we examine M BH , M HI , and
 H2 , and train the extra trees model on the SIMBA data. This now

xtends the predicti ve po wer of our framework to these additional
uantities that are not directly predicted by the equilibrium model,
sing information from full hydrodynamic simulations. It is trivial
o extend this to predicting other desired quantities, so long as they
re outputs of a hydrodynamic simulation such as SIMBA on which
hey can be trained. 

We test this approach by comparing two cases: In the first case,
e input the true values for { M ∗, SFR, Z } values from SIMBA ,

nd then predict the remaining quantities; this is ef fecti vely the
deal case for machine learning predictions, since the extra baryonic
nputs are taken directly from the hydrodynamic simulation itself.
n the second case, we use the equilibrium model to obtain these
roperties from merger trees and associated redshifts, and then use
NRAS 504, 4024–4038 (2021) 
hose to predict the remaining quantities, namely M BH , M HI , and
 H2 . Generally, we find that the second case has correlation coeffi-

ients that are not greatly degraded from the ideal case, indicating
hat the equilibrium model can provide a useful intermediary to
mpro v e baryonic property predictions within haloes at minimal
omputational cost, with the latter being a concern in modern
osmology for both temporal and environmental reasons. As with
imulations in general, one thing that applies to this approach is
hat the framework learns to predict based on such a simulation,

eaning that it learns not ‘true’ physics but rather how properties
re related in that simulation. Parameter inference thus also relates
o how the simulation in question evolves galaxies, which should
e taken into consideration when using our framework for such
nvestigations. 

In the future, we aim to extend this work in a three-pronged
pproach targeting all components of our framework: The equilib-
ium model is planned to include full merger trees with smaller
rogenitors, as well as satellite galaxies and black holes, to further
ush the model’s accuracy and its predictive power for metallicities.
n the machine learning side of our framework, we intend to
ake use of meta-learning approaches to weight input variables

r the analytic and machine learning modules themselves. Lastly,
dv ances in observ ational data and cosmological simulations allo w
or the equilibrium model to be fitted more accurately, and for
he machine learning model to be trained on a wide variety of
imulation approaches. As the equilibrium model provides reliable
ayesian posteriors, planned follow-up research will also investigate
onstraints on dark matter. 

In addition, we plan to investigate modelling the correlated scatter
n galaxy quantities more accurately. In particular, the division be-
ween quenched and star-forming galaxies, as well as the associated
rends in gas content and other properties, has often been challenging
o reco v er using machine learning. These issues suggest that perhaps
 combination of methodologies including both classification and
egression may be more optimal. Alternati vely, dif ferent machine
earning approaches such as generativ e adv ersarial networks may be

ore ef fecti ve at picking out the more subtle trends in the galaxy
opulation. 
The resulting framework will, in principle, have a wide applica-

ility for both cosmology and galaxy evolution studies, including
opulating dark matter-only simulations, examining the physical
onstraints on baryon cycling parameters, and investigating envi-
onmental trends in the galaxy population such as assembly bias.

achine learning applied to galaxy evolution is still a developing
eld, but offers great promise for delivering the most accurate
ock universes incorporating information from both high-resolution

ydrodynamic simulations and large-volume N -body simulations. 
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